Rapid Rocks!

Tidbit: My Profile

Here are some important guidelines for the My Profile area.

1) if you change your site’s name, it is automatically and immediately publicly changed within the Rapid system.
2) If you change your site’s password, remember what you change it to! If you do forget, no worries, we can find it for you.
3) In the Borrowing/Receiving IP areas, please don’t choose RapidX as one of your options until you talk with a Rapid staff person. There are implications that you want to be aware of.
4) When adding a contact person, you must put an area code into the phone number field.
5) Changes to the Contacts area are immediately public. You can check how they look by choosing “Contact Rapid Library” on the left hand toolbar and typing in your own code.
6) If you have branches in Rapid, be aware that there are different IP and Contact areas for different branches. Be sure when you update or change information that you’re in the correct branch.

We hope you’ve found this Tidbit helpful. As always, please ask if you have questions!

We’re listening...

Are you coming to the Colorado ILL Conference in April? It will be at Colorado State University, the home of Rapid!

If you are a Rapid participant, let us know you’ll be here and we’ll all go out to dinner together (our treat).

If you aren’t a Rapid member, ask about a Rapid demo. Rapidstaff@RapidILL.org

Rapid is a strong and innovative system because of the strength and innovativeness of our users.

Do you have a cool or interesting idea about resource-sharing? Do you wish “X” was possible? What issue do you wish was solved?

Share your ideas or frustrations with your Rapid colleagues and together we can tackle anything!

Reminder!

“Rapid First!” is going to run April 1st through April 30th.

For information about “Rapid First” please see the February 15th issue of Rapid Rocks (if you can’t find that, let us know and we’ll send you another copy).

Plan now to participate

Contact Rapid Staff

Mike Richins
mike.richins@colostate.edu  970.491.0855

Jane Smith
jane.smith@colostate.edu  970.491.3195

Tom Delaney
tgdelaney@rapidill.org  505.699.5694

Greg Eslick
greg.eslick@colostate.edu  970.491.6578
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> Tom is the Assistant Dean for Resource Delivery Services.

> Tom has a degree in biology from the Univ. of Northern Iowa and an MLS from the Univ. of Iowa.

> He spends his spare time keeping his 2 teenagers’ cars running so they can drive themselves to Sam swim practice.